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InstaShop: Shops you love delivered better We respect your privacy We use tools such as

cookies to bring you closer to your favorite food, provide you with tailor-made content, and

monitor traffic to our site. You can change your cookie settings at any time. For more

information about our cookies please visit our cookie policy . Do not sell or share my

personal information Necessary only Accept Details & Settings Accept Necessary only Allow

selection Accept Required cookies Personalized cookies Statistics cookies Marketing

cookies Details & Settings Cookie declaration (#IABV2SETTINGS#) About Required cookies

(22) Personalized cookies (1) Statistics cookies (16) Marketing cookies (41) Unclassified

cookies (8) Required cookies are required to navigate our site, and in order to use the

features provided. Without the use of such cookies, proper functioning of our site is not

guaranteed. According to legal regulations, no action of yours is required to accept them.

Name Provider Purpose Expiry Type __cf_bm (x2) Delivery Hero instashop.com This cookie

is used to distinguish between humans and bots. This is beneficial for the website, in order to

make valid reports on the use of their website. 1 day HTTP _cfuvid Delivery Hero This cookie is

a part of the services provided by Cloudflare - Including load-balancing, deliverance of

website content and serving DNS connection for website operators. Session HTTP rc::a Google

This cookie is used to distinguish between humans and bots. This is beneficial for the website,

in order to make valid reports on the use of their website. Persistent HTML rc::c Google This

cookie is used to distinguish between humans and bots. Session HTML 1.gif Cookiebot Used to

count the number of sessions to the website, necessary for optimizing CMP product

delivery. Session Pixel anon_i_id instashop.com Pending Persistent HTML anon_u_id
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instashop.com Pending Persistent HTML anon-installation-id instashop.com Pending Persistent

HTML anonymous instashop.com Pending 400 days HTTP

AppboyServiceWorkerAsyncStorage#optOut instashop.com Identifies if the visitor has

deselected any cookies, trackers or other audience targeting tools. Persistent IDB

CookieConsent Cookiebot Stores the user's cookie consent state for the current domain 1

year HTTP countryCode instashop.com The cookie determines the preferred language and

country-setting of the visitor - This allows the website to show content most relevant to

that region and language. Persistent HTML countryId instashop.com Pending Persistent HTML

current_email instashop.com Pending Persistent HTML defaultLocation instashop.com Pending

Persistent HTML hasGDPR instashop.com Pending Persistent HTML lat instashop.com Pending

Persistent HTML lng instashop.com Pending Persistent HTML realClientImpressions instashop.com

Pending Persistent HTML SESS# instashop.com Preserves users states across page requests.

400 days HTTP CONSENT YouTube Used to detect if the visitor has accepted the

marketing category in the cookie banner. This cookie is necessary for GDPR-compliance of

the website. 2 years HTTP These cookies allow us to tailor content and recommendations

based on your preferences and past interactions with our website. Name Provider Purpose

Expiry Type lang instashop.com The cookie determines the preferred language and country-

setting of the visitor - This allows the website to show content most relevant to that region

and language. Persistent HTML Statistic cookies help website owners to understand how

visitors interact with websites by collecting and reporting information anonymously. Name

Provider Purpose Expiry Type collect Google Used to send data to Google Analytics about the

visitor's device and behavior. Tracks the visitor across devices and marketing channels.

Session Pixel _ga Google Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the

visitor uses the website. 2 years HTTP _ga_# Google Used by Google Analytics to collect data

on the number of times a user has visited the website as well as dates for the first and

most recent visit. 2 years HTTP _gat Google Used by Google Analytics to throttle request rate 1

day HTTP _gid Google Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the

visitor uses the website. 1 day HTTP ab._gd instashop.com Assigns a specific ID to the

visitor. This allows the website to determine the number of specific user-visits for

analysis and statistics. Session HTTP AppboyServiceWorkerAsyncStorage#cardUpdates

instashop.com Collects data on the user’s navigation and behavior on the website. This is used

to compile statistical reports and heatmaps for the website owner. Persistent IDB

AppboyServiceWorkerAsyncStorage#data instashop.com Collects data on the user’s navigation



and behavior on the website. This is used to compile statistical reports and heatmaps for the

website owner. Persistent IDB AppboyServiceWorkerAsyncStorage#fallbackDevice

instashop.com Collects data on the user’s navigation and behavior on the website. This is used

to compile statistical reports and heatmaps for the website owner. Persistent IDB

AppboyServiceWorkerAsyncStorage#pendingData instashop.com Collects data on the user’s

navigation and behavior on the website. This is used to compile statistical reports and

heatmaps for the website owner. Persistent IDB

AppboyServiceWorkerAsyncStorage#pushClicks instashop.com Detects how many times a

user has visited the website in order to determine whether an on-page notification should

be displayed. Persistent IDB AppboyServiceWorkerAsyncStorage#pushSubscribed

instashop.com Collects data on the user’s navigation and behavior on the website. This is used

to compile statistical reports and heatmaps for the website owner. Persistent IDB

AppboyServiceWorkerAsyncStorage#sdkAuthenticationSignature instashop.com Collects data on

the user’s navigation and behavior on the website. This is used to compile statistical reports

and heatmaps for the website owner. Persistent IDB u_scsid sc-static.net Registers data on

visitors' website-behaviour. This is used for internal analysis and website optimization. Session

HTML X-AB sc-static.net This cookie is used by the website’s operator in context with multi-

variate testing. This is a tool used to combine or change content on the website. This allows the

website to find the best variation/edition of the site. 1 day HTTP td Google Registers statistical

data on users' behaviour on the website. Used for internal analytics by the website operator.

Session Pixel Marketing cookies are used to track visitors across websites. The intention is to

display ads that are relevant and engaging for the individual user and thereby more

valuable for publishers and third party advertisers. Name Provider Purpose Expiry Type

lastExternalReferrer Meta Platforms, Inc. Detects how the user reached the website by

registering their last URL-address. Persistent HTML lastExternalReferrerTime Meta

Platforms, Inc. Detects how the user reached the website by registering their last URL-

address. Persistent HTML IDE Google Used by Google DoubleClick to register and report the

website user's actions after viewing or clicking one of the advertiser's ads with the purpose of

measuring the efficacy of an ad and to present targeted ads to the user. 1 year HTTP

test_cookie Google Used to check if the user's browser supports cookies. 1 day HTTP

ads/ga-audiences Google Used by Google AdWords to re-engage visitors that are likely to convert to

customers based on the visitor's online behaviour across websites. Session Pixel pagead/1p-

user-list/# Google Tracks if the user has shown interest in specific products or events across



multiple websites and detects how the user navigates between sites. This is used for

measurement of advertisement efforts and facilitates payment of referral-fees between

websites. Session Pixel _fbp Meta Platforms, Inc. Used by Facebook to deliver a series of

advertisement products such as real time bidding from third party advertisers. 3 months HTTP

_gcl_au Google Used by Google AdSense for experimenting with advertisement efficiency across

websites using their services. 3 months HTTP _schn1 sc-static.net Sets a unique ID for the

visitor, that allows third party advertisers to target the visitor with relevant advertisement.

This pairing service is provided by third party advertisement hubs, which facilitates real-time

bidding for advertisers. 1 day HTTP _scid sc-static.net Sets a unique ID for the visitor, that allows

third party advertisers to target the visitor with relevant advertisement. This pairing service is

provided by third party advertisement hubs, which facilitates real-time bidding for advertisers. 13

months HTTP _scid_r sc-static.net Sets a unique ID for the visitor, that allows third party

advertisers to target the visitor with relevant advertisement. This pairing service is provided

by third party advertisement hubs, which facilitates real-time bidding for advertisers. 13 months

HTTP _screload sc-static.net Used by Snapchat to implement advertisement content on the

website - The cookie detects the efficiency of the ads and collects visitor data for further

visitor segmentation. Session HTTP ab.storage.device.#-#-#-#-# instashop.com Collects

information on user behaviour on multiple websites. This information is used in order to

optimize the relevance of advertisement on the website. Persistent HTML

ab.storage.deviceId.#-#-#-#-# instashop.com Collects information on user behaviour on

multiple websites. This information is used in order to optimize the relevance of advertisement

on the website. 400 days HTTP ab.storage.deviceId.#-#-#-#-# instashop.com Collects

information on user behaviour on multiple websites. This information is used in order to

optimize the relevance of advertisement on the website. Persistent HTML

ab.storage.messagingSessionStart.#-#-#-#-# instashop.com Collects information on user

behaviour on multiple websites. This information is used in order to optimize the relevance of

advertisement on the website. Persistent HTML ab.storage.serverConfig.#-#-#-#-#

instashop.com Collects information on user behaviour on multiple websites. This information is

used in order to optimize the relevance of advertisement on the website. Persistent HTML

ab.storage.sessionId.#-#-#-#-# instashop.com Collects information on user behaviour on

multiple websites. This information is used in order to optimize the relevance of advertisement

on the website. Persistent HTML ab.storage.sessionId.#-#-#-#-# instashop.com Collects

information on user behaviour on multiple websites. This information is used in order to



optimize the relevance of advertisement on the website. 400 days HTTP

ab.storage.triggers.#-#-#-#-# instashop.com Collects information on user behaviour on multiple

websites. This information is used in order to optimize the relevance of advertisement on the

website. Persistent HTML ab.storage.triggers.ts.#-#-#-#-# instashop.com Collects information on

user behaviour on multiple websites. This information is used in order to optimize the

relevance of advertisement on the website. Persistent HTML u_sclid sc-static.net Sets a unique ID

for the visitor, that allows third party advertisers to target the visitor with relevant

advertisement. This pairing service is provided by third party advertisement hubs, which facilitates

real-time bidding for advertisers. Persistent HTML u_sclid_r sc-static.net Sets a unique ID for the

visitor, that allows third party advertisers to target the visitor with relevant advertisement.

This pairing service is provided by third party advertisement hubs, which facilitates real-time

bidding for advertisers. Persistent HTML u_scsid_r sc-static.net Sets a unique ID for the visitor, that

allows third party advertisers to target the visitor with relevant advertisement. This pairing

service is provided by third party advertisement hubs, which facilitates real-time bidding for

advertisers. Session HTML LAST_RESULT_ENTRY_KEY YouTube Used to track user’s

interaction with embedded content. Session HTTP LogsDatabaseV2:V#||LogsRequestsStore

YouTube Pending Persistent IDB nextId YouTube Used to track user’s interaction with

embedded content. Session HTTP remote_sid YouTube Necessary for the implementation

and functionality of YouTube video-content on the website. Session HTTP requests YouTube

Used to track user’s interaction with embedded content. Session HTTP

TESTCOOKIESENABLED YouTube Used to track user’s interaction with embedded content.

1 day HTTP VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE YouTube Tries to estimate the users' bandwidth on

pages with integrated YouTube videos. 180 days HTTP VISITOR_PRIVACY_METADATA

YouTube Stores the user's cookie consent state for the current domain 180 days HTTP YSC

YouTube Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of what videos from YouTube the user has

seen. Session HTTP YtIdbMeta#databases YouTube Used to track user’s interaction with

embedded content. Persistent IDB yt-remote-cast-available YouTube Stores the user's video

player preferences using embedded YouTube video Session HTML yt-remote-cast-installed

YouTube Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video

Session HTML yt-remote-connected-devices YouTube Stores the user's video player

preferences using embedded YouTube video Persistent HTML yt-remote-device-id YouTube

Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video Persistent

HTML yt-remote-fast-check-period YouTube Stores the user's video player preferences



using embedded YouTube video Session HTML yt-remote-session-app YouTube Stores the

user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video Session HTML yt-remote-

session-name YouTube Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded

YouTube video Session HTML Unclassified cookies are cookies that we are in the

process of classifying, together with the providers of individual cookies. Name Provider

Purpose Expiry Type ab.storage.sdk_metadata.bf6e1480-148f-4b67-80ff-27afa4040964

instashop.com Pending Persistent HTML

ab.storage.session_id_for_cached_metadata.bf6e1480-148f-4b67-80ff-27afa4040964

instashop.com Pending Persistent HTML dhhPerseusGuestId instashop.com Pending 23 months

HTTP dhhPerseusHitId instashop.com Pending 1 day HTTP dhhPerseusSessionId

instashop.com Pending 1 day HTTP installation_id instashop.com Pending 400 days HTTP

mobileAuth instashop.com Pending Persistent HTML perseusRolloutSplit instashop.com Pending

20 days HTTP (#IABV2_LABEL_PURPOSES#) (#IABV2_LABEL_FEATURES#)

(#IABV2_LABEL_PARTNERS#) (#IABV2_BODY_PURPOSES#)

(#IABV2_BODY_FEATURES#) (#IABV2_BODY_PARTNERS#) Cookies are small text

files that can be used by websites to make a user's experience more efficient.The law

states that we can store cookies on your device if they are strictly necessary for the

operation of this site. For all other types of cookies we need your permission.This site uses

different types of cookies. Some cookies are placed by third party services that appear on

our pages.You can at any time change or withdraw your consent from the Cookie Declaration on

our website.Learn more about who we are, how you can contact us and how we process

personal data in our Privacy Policy.Please state your consent ID and date when you contact us

regarding your consent. Cookie declaration last updated on 12/7/23 by Cookiebot Role

overview Application Everything you need injust a few clicks! Get the app today for free Try

it out today!Shop now 
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